
The range of bags and rod holdalls called 
“Match Team”, is the most technically 
advanced that exists in today’s market - 
designed to carry all the necessary equi-
pment on long fishing trips.

 In particular, this range is dedicated to all those who devote themselves 
entirely to fishing contests and to those for who fishing is a hobby. All these 
products are water-resistant, anti-tear, have double slider zippers and are 
extremely durable. All bags and some rod holdalls have a rigid reinforced 
base, foam handles and adjustable shoulder strap for easier carrying. All 
seams are made with triple thread of wire. Brand new design and colour 
scheme.

LUGGAGE
GNT MATCH TEAM

MATCH ROD 
PRO CASETOP KIT CASE6 TUBES HOLDALL12 TUBES HOLDALL

THERMIC BAG

ACCESSORIES
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TOP KIT ORGANIZER

MATCH ROD PRO 
3+1

MATCH ROD PRO 
4+1

PRO ORGANIZERMATCH EVA CARRYALL XL CARRYALL

Brilliant hard case for pole kits. The internal structure is made of 
a polycarbonate tubular with four independent cells, each one can 
contain two kits into three sections, assembled with the elastic. The 
case is closed on top by soft EVA caps and Velcro strip.

GROUNDBAIT BOWL W/HOOP

GROUND. BOWL W/HOOP SMALL

LUGGAGE
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The GNT range of technical luggage, dedicated to the 
advanced matchman but also to the keen pleasure 
angler, now expands with some products made from 
EVA, material that features very interesting properties. 
First of all, the water resistance, also obtained through 

the chance to weld the seams. Then the possibility to 
reduce the overall volume of the containers, folding 
them, due to the semi-rigidity of the material. Finally, 
the ease of cleaning, the extreme durability and ele-
gant appearance, which enhance their value

WATERPROOF KEEPNET BAG WTP LINER KEEPNET BAGKEEPNET BAG

KEEPNET BAG

Completely waterproof bags, 
designed to carry the 
keepnet and landing 
net heads. The 
welding seams and 
the excellent sealing 
provided by the top zipper 
prevent water and smell to 
get inside the car. The XL 
version has double capacity 
to store two keepnets or add 
side trays of the seatbox. 
The product features handles 
and shoulder strap for easy 
transport.
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ACCESSORIES BAGS

Three containers with transparent lid, allowing you to see 
inside and immediately identify the content. Designed to 
store accessories such as feeders, spools, reels, hooks 
bags, also prove to be perfect for the ready to use leams 
and groundbaits, because the zipper closure seals them 
perfectly. Made from semi-rigid EVA, have rounded 
corners and welded seams to be fully 
waterproof.

ACCESSORIES
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FEEDER TIP TUBE

PROTECTIVE & CASTING  MAT FEEDER PRO-TIP CASE

GROUNDBAIT 
BOWL SET 1+2

Ideal to mix and store groundbaits, 
leams, pellets, this set of three semi-
rigid EVA bowls is made of two contai-
ners of 9 liters which are placed inside 
a third one of 20 liters capacity. Easy 
to clean, they have rounded corners 
and welded joints, making them all 
completely waterproof.

DROP BUCKET

Very useful to pick up water when fishing from a raised posi-
tion, this bucket has a capacity of 8 liters and is equipped with 
a 6 meters long rope with a practical winder. Its offset center 
of gravity makes it collapse when it gets in contact with water, 
speeding up the 
filling operation.illing operation.

UMBRELLA CASE
A brilliant solution for storing the wet umbrella during transport by car, avoid wetting 
the trunk. The generous dimensions of this waterproof bag allow you to add a spare 
umbrella plus many banksticks as well. Carrying handles and shoulder strap are inclu-
ded in the product.

Both smaller bowls perfectly fit into the 
larger one, as shown in the picture.

LUGGAGE
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The Surf casting match circuit is now quite important in width 
and depth. In other words, there aren’t numbers only, but 
also quality, and the natural consequence is that Trabucco 
brand is highly considered among the top anglers.

The Trabucco expert and testimonial team in this field is unique in Europe, so it’s natural that the company 
always keep investing in product’s development, as proved by the launch of this technical luggage range. 
The XTR items are quite rich in features and show a neat cosmetic imprint, with black and chartreuse 
combination which gives the market a strong signal. Using a waterproof and washable material weighing 
1200 denier, bags, rucksacks and rod holdalls are built to last. The addition of plastic boxes with many 
compartments enables to take full advantage of the inside room to neatly store all accessories. The special 
paddings, the stiff bottoms, the handles and shoulder belts, the zippers and seams are made with great 
care and precision. Taking advantage from its wonderful success, now XTR range expands with some new 
products and with an interesting family of EVA containers.

LUGGAGE & SURF ACCESSORIES
XTR SURFCASTING PRO TEAM

HARD ROD &
REEL CASE
2 COMPARTMENTS

HARD ROD CASE
1 COMPARTMENT

HARD ROD CASE
2 COMPARTMENTS

HARD ROD &
REEL CASE
2+1 COMPARTMENTS

RUCKSACK

ACCESSORIES
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BACK PACK MATCH

PRO ORGANIZERMATCH CARRYALL COMPETITION CARRYALL

LUGGAGE
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EXPEDITION BACK PACK

THERMIC BAG

SPOOL BIN

ROD SLEEVE

XTR SURF 
TEAM FINGER 
PROTECTOR

ROD BELTS

REEL & SPOOL CASE

UURF RFF
FFINNGEGER R

EECTCTOORR

ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES 
EVA BAGS

SURF BOX

DROP BUCKETSOSOSSOORRRRIEIESSIIEESS
GGSSGGSS

KKKKEEEETTTT

This seat box is made to face any situation of surf casting or sea boat fishing. Thanks to the 
70 liters capacity (54x37x40cm) it can carry big quantity of bulky product or hold a good 
number of tackle boxes for bits and pieces. The special plastic material used is extremely 
strong, easy to wash and keep all the stored items perfectly dry. It’s sold with removable pil-

low and is possible to fit a bait bowl in three different position.

This seat box is perfect when long walk is needed to reach the swim, like in big lakes or for 
surf casting. Ultra-light aluminium frame, one big drawer and a 48 litres capacity inner sec-
tion. The seat is well padded, two side pockets, one front pocket. All the feet are adjustable to 
make it stable in any condition. Easy to store thanks 
to the removable wheels.

COMPETITION SURF BOX

XTR SURF EVA

Very useful to pick up water when fishing 
from a raised position, this bucket has a ca-
pacity of 8 liters and is equipped 
with a 6 meters long rope with a 
practical winder. Its offset center 
of gravity makes it collapse when 
it gets in contact with water, spe-
eding up the filling operation.
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A fantastic series of semi-rigid EVA containers, des-
tined to gain the trust of thousands of XTR luggage 
users.

The bucket is valuable to pick up water when you are fishing from a raised position above the 
sea level; it offers a 6 meters long rope with a practical winder, while its offset center of grav-
ity makes it collapse as soon as it hits water, easing the filling operation. The two waterproof 
bags have many uses: they carry everything wet or dirty, preserving the car boot from water, 
sand and smells; they may contain boots and raincoat, but also caught fish, as well as live 
bait; with their hinged lid they protect the accessories during showers; their handles recline 
completely, avoiding to take too much space during the fishing action.



Along with GNT range, which is located on top of 
Trabucco line-up, now we introduce a new as-
sortment of luggage, featuring better prices even 
though the quality is certainly high. 

Born to offer nice solutions to club anglers or pleasure anglers who like the best, is 
made from a 600 denier fabric, which is located above the average in term of thickness, 
waterproofing and durability. The balanced combination of lightness and stiffness is 
destined to draw the attention of every sort of fresh and salt water anglers; people 
skilled enough to recognize Trabucco quality in rods and reels, thus like to adequately 
protect their jewels. As always, graphic is particularly young, and technical solutions 
oriented to simplicity.

COMPETITION PRO LUGGAGE

COMPETITION SURF  
ROD & REEL HOLDALL 2 HARD BOTTOM

COMPETITION SURF 
ROD & REEL HOLDALL 2

COMPETITION SURF 
ROD & REEL  HOLDALL 2+1
COCOMPMPEETTITT OIONN SUSURRFRFRRF

ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES BAG COMPETITION CARRYALL

COMPETITION
ROD & REEL 
HOLDALL DLX 2+1/155

COMPETITION  
ROD & REEL
HOLDALL 2/165

COMPETITION
ROD & REEL
HOLDALL DLX 1+1/155

CCCCOCCOCOMPETITION 
ROD HOLDALL

LUGGAGE
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COMPETITION 
CATTY BAG

COMPETITION ROD & REEL HOLDALL

COMPETITION 
THERMIC BAGBBAGAGG

COMPETITION 
ROD & REEL 
HOLDALL 1

HOLDALHOLDAA LLLCOMPETITION
ROD & REEL
HOLDALL 2DLX

ACCESSORIES
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GENIUS XPS
POLE ROD HOLDALL

GENIUS XPS
ROD HOLDALL 1/165

GENIUS XPS CARRYALL

ADVANCED KEEPNET BAGSBBAGSAGSS

GENIUS WTP 
KEEPNET BAG
GGEENNIUS WTPIIUS WTPWTTWTP

LUGGAGE
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